The K2S have elected the following officers for the year: President, C. W. Smith, '88; Vice-President, A. J. Conner, '88; Secretary, J. W. Cartwright, Jr., '89; Treasurer, F. L. Hopkins, '89; Executive Committee, Messrs. Heath, '88, Walker, '89, Merrel, '88.

Preliminary thesis subjects have been assigned to the Senior Miners as follows: The Tin Mines of Cornwall, C. F. Hastings; Mining Surveying, J. M. Sully; Mining Law, A. S. Warren; Does Mining Pay? A. E. Woodward; The Iron Mines of the South, H. G. Woodward.

The Society of Arts met, October 27th, at the Institute. Mr. N. M. Lowe exhibited and described an electrical apparatus for the accurate measurement of water; and Prof. F. H. Bailey read a paper on the cosmophere in teaching phenomenal astronomy, exhibiting his apparatus.

The '88 Miners are finding references in most unexpected places, while reading up for their first mining essays. One of them was recently found reading the Bible, having found some reference to mining in that book. He wasn't reading up about King Solomon's Mines either.

Where can the Architects be this year? They have not yet claimed the Institute championship in foot-ball. Is it possible that we will never again hear the old familiar yell, "Ah There, T Square, Rah, Rah, Rah," which was first brought out when they won the base-ball championship of the '88 league?
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The Columbia Spectator, which unfortunately was unable to publish its full volume during the college year, was obliged by its advertising contracts to continue publication all summer, in order to get out its eighteen numbers. We understand that the Spectator has to depend on its editorial board even more than The Tech does.

All students of the Institute who are members of any fraternity which is not represented here, will confer a favor on the editors of "Technique" by handing in their names, together with the name and chapter of their fraternity, to Mr. J. Lawrence Mauran, '89. A note may be left at the letter-rack, or in The Tech box in the corridor.

We would state for the benefit of those who may not know, that The Tech editors are elected by the Board of Directors, on the recommendation of the Editor-in-Chief. This recommendation is only given to those who have convinced him that they are capable of filling the position, by the merits of the contributions which they have handed in.

The Technology Orchestra has been revived, principally by members of the Sophomore Class. The officers are as follows: H. P. Spaulding, '90, President; De Lancey, '91, Secretary and Treasurer; Gary Calkins, Musical Director; De Lancey, Gary Calkins, and Newell, '90, Committee on Music. It is expected that the orchestra will contain 18 pieces.

The Sophomores taking the General Course are having rather "weird" subjects assigned them for essays. Recently they had to write one on "The Character of the Baron Bonny, or Cadeaux, from Erminie. For their essay they were allowed to choose any subject they pleased; and those who know the men, expect that several startling subjects will be developed.

A Freshman notorious for bad spelling received back his chemical note-book the other day marked "Consult Webster." He scoured the laboratory for the assistant of that name, but in vain. He inquired at the office for this personage, and was told that Webster was the man who wrote the Dictionary. History does not tell us whether the "fresh" crawled inside his desk, or vanished in some other way.

If it is found possible this year, The Tech will publish a special Christmas number, which will contain a heliotype of the eleven, and as many suitable illustrations as the editors can obtain. We should be glad to receive any drawings, etc., from those who feel interested enough to contribute. This will be an excellent opportunity for the Architects to show the rest of the Institute and the College world what the Tech Architects can do in the line of sketching.